
3-slot waterproof charger Telesin Allin box + 2 batteries fo Ref: 6972860174020
3-slot waterproof charger Telesin Allin box + 2 batteries fo

Charger and 2 battery pack for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 Telesin GP-BTR-905-GY
This practical kit by Telesin will make it much easier for you to use your GoPro Hero 9 and Hero 10. The charger supports fast charging of
up to 3 batteries simultaneously. It will also prove useful as a memory card reader - allows for instant file transfer. It is also extremely
lightweight and handy, and thanks to water resistance IP54 you can use it every day without worry.
 
Enjoy the benefits of fast charging
With fast charging, your action camera will be ready for use again very quickly. With the Telesin device, you can charge up to 3 batteries
at the same time - it only takes about 2.5 hours to fully charge them all! This means that you can get back to creating spectacular shots
in a very short time.
 
Charger and TF card reader in one
Do you need a reliable TF card reader? The Telesin brand charger will not let you down either. It supports ultra-fast file transfer protocol
over USB. To copy 1 GB of data, it only takes a minute! This multifunctional device will therefore prove indispensable in many situations.
 
Record unlimited
The batteries you'll find in the kit have a capacity of 1750 mAh, which means they can significantly extend your camera's runtime. They
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are fully compatible with the GoPro Hero 9 and Hero 10 - you don't have to worry about errors or other problems. From now on, you can
record for long hours without worrying about your equipment draining too quickly!
 
Fantastic design
The charger features a stylish yet functional design. It allows you to store 3 batteries and 3 TF cards. It weighs only 147,6 g, and thanks
to its compact size you can easily fit it in your backpack or handbag. You can easily transport the device with a short lanyard, with which
you can attach it to your bag or hang it on your finger. What's more, the IP54 waterproof rating means you don't have to worry about
accidentally splashing the charger.
 
Packing list
case with charging function
charging cable
battery x2
	Brand
	Telesin
	Model
	GP-BTR-905-GY
	Material
	Silica gel
	Compatibility
	GoPro Hero 11GoPro Hero 10GoPro Hero 9
	Weight
	147,6g
	Dimensions
	72.9 x 68.2 x 82.9mm
	Interface
	Type-C
	Transmission Protocol
	20 MB/S
	Transmission speed
	USB 2.0
	Color
	grey

Preço:

€ 58.50
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